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Mobile
Mobile Voice over IP for
corporate environments
Go mobile is a revolutionary new service from 
Deskphone that brings mobiles and landlines 
together in a single unified communications platform 
like never before. 

Unlike other ’converged’ solutions on the market 
today, Go is not an app but a business only mobile 
network that cleverly routes calls through a hosted 
IP PBX. Not only does this allow you to make and 
receive calls on your land-line from your mobile, but 
gives users a rich set of features usually only available 
on fixed line services. 

Disruptive Pricing
Our main aim when developing Go was to create a 
solution that is powerful, scalable and feature rich, 
but at a price point that was accessible to businesses 
of all sizes. We are extremely proud that Go is not 
only competitively priced when compared to other 
mobile networks, but in a direct comparison to 
alternate solutions offers significant savings. 

Benefits of Go
Traditional mobile solutions allow gaps in communication and unanswered calls typically mean 
lost opportunities. By routing your mobile calls through Go you have peace of mind that calls 
will be handled professionally and efficiently. As an added benefit, our advanced features allow 
for better productivity, better compliance and better customer interactions even when your 
staff are away from the office.  

Top line Features
Mobile Land-line - Go allows you to make and receive calls over your land-line and because Go is 
a SIM not an app you don’t need WiFi or even a smart-phone to take full advantage of all of our 
features. 

Advanced routing - Just like with a traditional land-line, Go allows you to hold, transfer and divert 
calls, providing disaster recovery solutions for fixed networks. 

UK Roaming - Because Go is not tied to one UK network, calls placed on Go can automatically 
find the best network based on signal strength or least cost routing.  

Mobile Twinning - Configure your Deskphone and Mobile to use the same account and 
configuration allowing seamless transition between office and mobile phones.

Groups - Organise your mobiles into groups and have all your mobiles ring simultaneously to 
share the workload. Perfect for out of office cover. 
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Standard System Setup - Mobile VoIP

Go Mobile Specifications
Voice calls Inbound to primary geographic number.

Inbound to additional numbers (up to 10 including non-geographic).
Outbound from primary geographic number (or custom CLI 
presentation).

Numbering Primary geographic number.
Up to 10 additional geographic and non-geographic numbers per SIM.
Extension dial short numbers (4 digit).

PBX features Hunt groups.
Extension dialling.
Call hold and transfer (blind and attended)
Calling line identity (main number).
Call forward always/busy/unreachable.
Call control policies (black list / white list).
Disaster recovery (automatic number re-routing).
Out-of-hours divert and messaging.
Conference calling (using Go Conference)
Call Recording (using Go Call Rec).

Voicemail Voicemail, and Voicemail to Email.

SMS messaging Inbound and Outbound SMS on primary number.

Data Full internet access on 2G, 3G (4G soon).

SIM Traditional format, micro or nano SIM.

Porting UK geographic & UK mobile numbers.

Network Full UK national GSM coverage 2G, 3G (4G soon).
UK Network roaming - roam across UK networks based on Strongest 
Signal/cheapest pricing. (O2, Vodafone, EE).
International roaming across the EU and globally in most countries.


